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In the Pacific Northwest, a transition has begun that is shifting many practices

in forest management. Traditionally, harvesting and regeneration has been done

through clearcutting which removes all trees in the area being cut and plants an entirely

new stand. Clearcutting is often the most efficient method for harvesting forests since

implementation and other costs are kept to a minimum, while yields and revenues are

maximized by removing all of the timber. Now, however, ecosystem and aesthetic

concerns are directing forest management away from clearcutting, which usually

impairs both, and toward other methods that are less damaging to the environment.

Many of these alternative systems can be classified under the heading New Forestry."

Typically, their applications involve leaving live trees on the site after a cutting, thereby

creating a more diversified stand than would a clearcut.



The purpose of this study was to compare the timber volumes and financial

yields between New Forestry techniques and clearcutting. Two alternative systems of

management were designed to represent variations on the New Forestry theme. The

first was a two-story technique where the stand would consist of two distinct size

classes, and all harvests would leave a few trees scattered throughout the site. The

second alternative method was a group-selection system that would consist of multiple

entries removing small patches of a stand at a time.

It was determined that managing two-story stands would reduce volume yields

by 3% to 29% and financial yields by 6% to 15% depending on the number of live trees

left after harvest. Group-selection stands reduced average annual volume yields by 6%

or 10% and financial yields by 33% or 45% depending on the number of entries in a

rotation. A financial analysis with price premiums for larger logs was also performed,

but the yields did not experience much of a change.
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Yield and Financial Analysis of "New Forestry"

Techniciues on the McDonald and Dunn Forests

Introduction

Clearcutting has been the primary method of forest management in the Pacific

Northwest (PNW) (Scott 1980). However, in recent years new techniques are being

considered that could replace clearcutting in many situations. These practices, which

some peole call "New Forestryt' (Franldin 1989) although the ideas being used are not

really new, typically involve leaving standing dead snags and live trees, retaining fallen

litter on the site and in streams, and providing a variety of wildlife habitats.

Implementing such practices instead of clearcutting would modifj the volume and

financial yields that could be expected from a forest stand. For example, leaving

standing timber on a site, be it live or dead, would reduce potential yields for that

harvest and probably affect following harvest yields as well. How much of an impact

these alternative methods will have is uncertain. Some research has been completed

(Birch and Johnson 1992, Long and Roberts 1992, Erickson et al. 1990), but the

results are far from conclusive. This thesis intends to further develop understanding

about the impacts of alternative practices by providing volume and financial yield

comparisons between some New Forestry techniques and clearcutting.



Clearcutting

Clearcutting usually involves removing all trees from a site, which can be small

(<10 acres) to quite large (>150 acres), followed by the regeneration of an entirely new

stand, though the success of regeneration can vary widely. Smith (1986) defines

clearcutting as the "removal of the entire stand in one cutting with reproduction

obtained artificially or by natural seeding from adjacent stands or from trees cut in the

clearing operation." There are many possible variations on the theme, but for this

thesis the above description will serve.

For many years now, clearcutting has been the dominant technique of forest

management in the PNW. Just looking across the landscape provides the most

conclusive evidence of this fact. Most of the original forest stands in the PNW have

been clearcut, so now only very limited areas do not show some evidence of it.

Intensive harvesting through clearcutting has transformed the landscape into a

patch-work of even-aged conifer stands, red alder (A/ntis rubra) stands, and brush

fields.

Clearcutting became nearly the sole form of forest harvesting in the PNW

region due to a variety of benefits. First, it seemed to provide better regeneration and

produce better stand conditions than selective cutting, defined as removal of usually the

oldest or largest trees, either as scattered individuals or in small groups at relatively

short intervals by Smith (1986). Early applications of selective cutting removed only

the best formed and the most durable trees (high-grading), those considered "financially
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mature" (Kirkiand and Brandstrom 1936), leaving the residual stand in a veiy poor

condition that was susceptible to wind, fungi, and bark beetles (Smith 1986). It proved

better to harvest all of the trees, even the poorly formed ones, and regenerate an

entirely new stand. Second, clearcutting was compatible with many conditions found in

the region. For example, the silvicultural requirements of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga

menziesii), the most important conifer species in the PNW (at least from an economic

view) were met best in a clearcut. Douglas-fir is an intolerant tree, meaning it prefers

full sunlight and removal of all vegetation from a site to encourage its regeneration.

Intolerant trees like Douglas-fir are unsuited for a selective cutting that continuously

harvests the oldest and ripest trees in an all-aged forest (Isaac 1956). Third, the control

of some forest pests, such as Dwarf-mistletoe, was best achieved by clearcutting since

the removal of all trees from a site can effectively limit the spread of certain diseases

and create conditions that bring about trees that are more resistant to pests. Fourth, it

was believed that clearcutting could have a potentially smaller impact on the soil than

other forms of management due to the possible use of cable yarding and the fewer

entries required over time. Fifth, clearcutting was generally less management intensive

and therefore less costly to do than alternatives. Planning a clearcut prescription was

generally straightforward compared to other systems, and the amount of management

required during the rotation was also less.

For these reasons, as of 1980, clearcutting has been the almost universal form

of timber harvesting in the PNW (Scott 1980). However, it has received criticism for

its environmental and aesthetic impacts. Recent charges claim that timber harvesting is
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diminishing biotic diversity, eliminating old-growth forest ecosystems, and damaging

the productive capacity of forestlands and streams in the Pacific Northwest (Fredriksen

et al. 1975, Smith 1978, Franldin and Foreman 1987, Heilman 1990).

Much of the criticism of timber harvesting has focused on clearcutting for a

variety of reasons. First, clearcutting has produced shifts or reductions in age and

species diversity. The species most often chosen for regeneration of clearcut areas has

been Douglas-fir and most stands are harvested before they become 80 years old,

resulting in the region becoming primarily a monoculture of younger age classes with

uniform canopy structures. Instead of the forest consisting of a variety of tree species

in a variety of age or size classes, they have become mostly single species stands with

minimal age diversity within the stands. The only diversity is what is found across the

landscape where staggered patches are in various stages of 40-80 year rotations. Short

rotation lengths have contributed to the diminishing quantity of old-growth that will be

discussed below. While age diversity has shifted from within stands to landscape

levels, species diversity has been reduced in both. Of course, there are exceptions as

monocultures are practically impossible to create due to factors like site variation,

climate, vegetative competition, animal and pest damage, and vigor of hardwood

reproduction. Thus, young managed stands often exhibit patchy stocking and a mixture

of species (Heilman 1990). However, intensive management has modified various

factors that contribute to diversity.

The second criticism of timber harvesting is the loss of most old-growth

ecosystems. Harvesting of all-aged, old-growth stands and the regeneration of young,
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even-aged stands that have been taking their place, has changed stand make-up in the

PNW. The average rotations being used for Douglas-fir are from 40 to 80 years (Scott

1980), which does not allow regenerated stands to progress far enough to be classified

as old-growth. Subsequently, we have been cutting and not replacing old-growth

ecosystems. The resulting lack of old trees has also resulted in a reduction in the

amount of decaying logs and woody debris on the forest floor.

Other clearcutting-related problems can impair or reduce site productivity as

well (Smith 1978, Heilman 1990). Research in the PNW has shown that clearcutting

on steep sites increased sedimentation of streams from landslides and erosion

(Fredriksen Ct al. 1975, Cromack et al. 1978) due to the removal of ground vegetation,

damage to the soil surface, and by slash burning. The degree of erosion impact

depends highly on the type of harvesting system used. However, a majority of

landslides are caused by construction of roads through the forest and not by the

harvesting method. It does not mean though that clearcutting cannot receive any

blame. Since it removes more vegetation than other systems, clearcutting leaves fewer

live roots to help hold the soil in place and subsequently landslides may increase.

However, a difference in site disturbance levels between clearcutting and selection

management is not often seen. In a compilation of results from other studies, Cromack

Ct al. (1978) showed that selection cutting and clearcutting typically had similar levels

of site disturbance since the selection system required access to all areas of the stand

despite the quantity of timber removed. Also, on certain sites, removing all vegetation

can elevate the water table on forestland. Basically, extensive clearcutting on



poorly-drained boggy terrain with resultant reduced transpiration loss may raise the

water tables and fiood out" roots of replanted trees (Heilman 1990, Smith 1978).

However, this problem is more prevalent in the South than in the Pacific Northwest.

Clearcutting has also resulted in problems on the landscape level (Franklin

1989, Franldin and Foreman 1987). Traditional practices often eliminate many

corridors and linkages that occur in natural forests. Corridors are like roads in that

they provide pathways for wildlife to move through the forest. When a clearcut

removes a section of the corridor, the road is gone and wildlife must find another route

to travel. However, the staggered setting approach to arranging clearcuts could

provide a greater variety of wildlife habitat than could be found naturally. Clearcuts

have been compared to small environmental disturbances like stand replacement firesor

areas where trees have been blown down by wind. So, instead of the forest consisting

of large, undisturbed blocks of trees, it is now a highly fragmented, highly disturbed

system. Fragmentation of habitat and creation of unnatural heterogeneity, the

elimination of travel corridors, stream degradation, and losses in the continuity of

remaining uncut timber blocks are all causes for concern.

Challenges about sustainability, diversity, fragmentation, and ecosystem

preservation are heightening the controversy over clearcutting's past dominance and

creating conditions where alternative methods are increasingly recommended.

Maximizing and sustaining timber and other forest benefits while reducing visual and

environmental impacts will remain a continuing problem for public forest management

(Heilman 1990).



Alternative Methods

Past

Forest managers have begun experimenting with other forms of management

that could replace clearcutting in certain conditions and hopefully be more acceptable

to the public and less damaging to the forest ecosystems. In a way, this is a return to

some techniques of management that were used in the past since clearcutting was never

the sole system,, nor was it always as dominant as it has become. Various other

techniques have been tried, but they usually had poor results and were subsequently

abandoned.

The alternative systems most often tried were shelterwood and variations on

uneven-aged management that, in principle, select trees to harvest that have culminated

in growth and leaves trees that still have high growth potential. It also opens the stand

enough to encourage regeneration, either natural or planted. Ideally, uneven-aged

management can harvest a reasonable level of volume while still leaving a diverse range

of conditions in the stand. More often though, managers have carried it out improperly

and the results have been less than ideal.

In the 193 Os, for example, some people viewed the principal problem in the

PNW as ensuring the perpetual yield of timber (sustained yield) at a high level of

continuous productivity and believed that clearcutting as then practiced would not

accomplish this. Instead, it would result in depletion of the timber resource and loss of
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the capital values dependent thereon. They therefore advocated selection cutting as

one way to ensure sustained yields (Kirkland and Brandstrom 1936). Many viewed it

as the economically optimum method, considering that only those trees that would

produce positive net values were removed. Market limitations and other considerations

would not have made it feasible to remove timber that was economically immature or

could not cover the costs involved in harvesting it.

The selection system consisted of multiple entries that would remove the large,

highly valuable trees first, followed by later entries that would remove trees that had

gained positive values either by changing market conditions or by more growth

(Kirkland and Brandstrom 1936). The system always left trees on the site because they

were either not worth removing or they could be expected to maintain high growth

rates and replace the trees that had been cut. Managers of the time saw this system as

sustainable since only the largest trees were being removed and the leave trees could

replace them and, in turn, be replaced by others from younger age classes.

However, the results, which were not immediately evident, were not entirely

successfiul. Results from applying selection cutting became available 20 years later, and

Isaacs (1956) found that it did not prove to be a successful method. Usually, it was

associated with damage to the remaining trees from logging, followed by windfall and

insect mortality, as well as the dangers ofan unfavorable species change or the lack of

regeneration. Usually, stands that had been selection cut had negative net growth and

deteriorated in condition. Subsequently, managers abandoned selection cutting in favor

of clearcutting.



Applications of these methods and others often proved unsuccessful due to

either being tried on inappropriate sites (Scott 1980), or through poor implementation

(Heilman 1990). Selection cutting or uneven-aged management, therefore, tended to

leave stands of poorly formed trees or undesirable species. Due to the unsatisfactory

experiences with alternative techniques of management, even-aged management was

encouraged and practiced.

Current Directions

There are several alternative forms of management that have been used instead

of clearcutting. Some of them did prove successful and are still being used today, while

others failed or were not as successful as clearcutting and were abandoned. However,

as we search for a balance between ecological values and commodity production,

clearcutting is beginning to be replaced by more environmentally friendly methods that

can better respond to the public's concerns. Ironically, the alternative techniques most

often considered are those that were tried in the past but proved unsuccessful. Maybe

now, with greater understanding and better implementation, they can be used

successfully and can present true options to clearcutting.

Some alternatives to clearcutting did prove successful and are still being used.

One such method is a shelterwood where the removal of the old stand is achieved

through "a series of cuttings, which extend over a relatively short portion of the

rotation, by means of which the establishment of essentially even-aged reproduction

9
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under the partial shelter of seed trees is encouraged't (Smith 1986). In the PNW,

shelterwood cutting has been used most often in southwestern Oregon, which has

rainless sunmiers that are longer than those farther north. In more extreme conditions,

the overstory trees provide needed shade for regeneration that would not otherwise

become established. Shelterwood was chosen over clearcutting because of the better

results experienced through leaving trees on a site.

At the forefront of the search for possible alternative methods, Franldin (1989)

has developed what he calls "New Forestry." He describes it "as a kinder gentler

forestry that better accommodates ecological values while allowing for the extraction

of commodities." The emphasis in this type of forestry is on the maintenance of

complex ecosystems and not just the regeneration of trees. New Forestry's goal is a

balance between ecological values and timber production. On one side is the timber

industry that wants to cut the remaining old growth to meet wood demands and keep

people employed and on the other side are those who wish to preserve the remaining

old trees and the ecosystems they inhabit. New Forestry tries to present a compromise

between tree farms and total preservation.

New Forestry is a return to many of the past systems of management and to

variations on their themes. With the increase in understanding of how interactions

occur in forests, silvicultural systems that failed in the past may prove successftil with

minor modifications.

Advocates of alternative practices assert that the systems have smaller impacts

on a site than traditional harvest methods and can create a better balance between the
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environment and intensively managed forests. Generally, not all trees are removed,

diversity is increased, a variety of habitat is left, erosion is less, and there is a smaller

chance for landslides since live roots are left on the site to hold the soil in place. The

benefits realized from such a system include protection of wildlife, watershed

restoration, improved ecosystem management, and aesthetics. A comparison of pros

and cons between New Forestiy and clearcutting is shown in Figure 1.

This transformation is not only occurring on public lands, but on private as well.

New restrictions on private lands regarding the size, layout and cumulative area within

individual watersheds can be expected as the inevitable result of the recent excesses

evident in the region (Heilman 1990).



Objectives

In this thesis, two forms of alternative management were simulated as well as

clearcutting. The two alternatives depicted variations of New Forestry themes while

clearcutting represented the traditional system of harvesting and regeneration. The first

alternative system was a two-story method that was very similar to a shelterwood,

except the overstoly trees are not removed until the end of the next rotation. Smith

(1986) calls these types of stands "irregular shelterwoods" since there are two distinct

size classes, and the overstory remains for long periods of time, even a fill rotation.

The second alternative was group-selection. In this system, only small patches (about

one acre) are harvested at one time, and several entries would be required to

completely harvest a stand. Similar to two-story, group-selection represented more

than one age-class.

Both alternatives represent ideas of New Forestry. Two-story stands, for

example, typify one part of New Forestry that advocates leaving large green trees on

cut-over areas to help reestablish ecological diversity and provide interim habitat for

wildlife (Franklin 1989). This thesis reviewed how growth and revenues responded to

different levels of live trees left on the sites.

Group-selection cuts could be regarded as something other than New Forestry

unless one views it from a different angle. Franklin (1989) asserts that the current size

of cuttings (2 5-40 acres) is too small and dispersing them across the landscape creates

a highly fragmented forest. The amount of "edge" or boundary between cut-over areas

12
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and natural forests is therefore too great. While this may benefit some wildlife species,

it can have adverse effects on others. He would like to see practices that place

harvested areas adjacent to other harvested areas and leave large parts of the forest

uncut. However, finding public support for large cuttings may prove difficult for

aesthetic reasons since people see a disregard for the future and the environment in

extensive clearcuts. Group-selection could be a part of the solution. An intensively

managed area could be very large, but if one-half or one-quarter of it is cut in one acre

patches at a time, the system would become more acceptable to the public, provide a

variety of habitat, and still harvest the whole stand. Managers could place adjacent

areas under different permutations so a variety of large tracts could be dispersed across

the landscape. In the short run, harvests under group-selection would be postponed

since not all of the stand could be harvested at once, but, in the long run, average

yearly harvests could approach what would be removed under the large clearcut

system. This thesis reviewed how the harvest levels would compare between

group-selection and clearcutting.

Management conforming with either of these systems does not filly follow New

Forestry unless additional steps are taken. For example, leaving large buffer strips

around streams to provide cooling shade and woody debris, leaving downed wood to

provide protected travel corridors for small mammals, and creating large snags for

wildlife habitat are all necessary to meet ecological objectives. Alternative silvicultural

practices use the concepts of ecosystem complexity, biological legacies, and viable

landscapes to retain ecological values (Franklin 1989). They are not simple systems but
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require intensive management by competent foresters. Since this thesis simulated

stands that were designed around the major points of the systems, simply implementing

them without these variations would not prove successfiul. However, they do provide a

basis on which to compare alternative methods to traditional ones.

New Forestry is a compromise. Neither protection nor production

predominates. In return for offering some preservation, production tends to decrease.

Leaving live or dead trees on the site, and possibly coupling that with longer rotations,

would reduce volume and financial returns. How much of a reduction can be expected

is an important question that needs to be answered.

To answer questions similar to this one, previous studies (Teeguarden 1969,

Payandeh 1977, Knapp et al. 1984, Cleaves and Brodie 1990, Erickson et al. 1990,

Cleaves and Birch 1991, Knapp and Brodie 1992) have used financial analysis methods

which help to clarify choices by quantifying opportunity costs and by providing help in

understanding how these costs (as well as benefits) are distributed among the

population (Freeman and Portney 1989). The work has ranged from comparing animal

damage management alternatives, to reforestation options, to choices for fire control,

to various site preparation methods. However, relatively little work has been done on

contrasting New Forestry with traditional techniques.

Comparisons of New Forestry to clearcutting are just now becoming available.

Previous research has focused on specific aspects of individual silvicultural

prescriptions. For example, Birch and Johnson (1992) determined that leaving snags

and live trees in coastal Douglas-fir stands had the effect of increasing
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wood-production costs. Specifically, they experienced a decline in growth in future

stands of 6% to 25% depending upon the number of trees left, their size, and the

rotation lengths of future stands. Long and Roberts (1992), in a similar study, found a

20% decline in growth in future stands when live trees were left after harvest. Tesch

and Mann (1991) compared shelterwood and clearcutting in a cash-flow analysis and

determined that clearcuts did have better returns.

To contribute to this work, this thesis analyzed and compared financial and

physical tradeoffs implicit in New Forestry. Its objective was to provide a financial an

yield comparison of two alternative silvicultural techniques, two-story and

group-selection, and clearcutting. Specifically, it determined impacts on future yields

and revenues from implementing alternative silvicultural systems, ascertained the costs

(including values foregone when marketable wood was not harvested) associated with

each system, and compared alternatives in their potential dollar return.



Methods

Description

A series of cuttings has occurred on Oregon State University's McDonald and

Dunn Forests that is part of a study on feasibility, regeneration, and impacts of different

management prescriptions and have followed three different silvicultural techniques:

two-story, group-selection, and clearcut. The first two represent variations on the New

Forestry themes while clearcut was used as a basis for comparison to traditional forms

of management. All harvesting units are 17 to 42 acres in size with most falling into

the 20-30 acre range and tend toward average site quality and moderate slopes.

Species make-up is primarily Douglas-fir with some grand fir and a variety of

hardwoods. Located in the central Oregon Coast Range near Corvallis, the Forests are

quite close to an urban area, so low impact harvesting techniques are a primary

concern. The researchers that began the studies recognized that leaving trees on the

site could mitigate many aesthetic impacts, so two-story and group-selection stands

were investigated.

This thesis attempted to use these plots to analyze volume and financial yields

from each alternative system but it proved to be too arduous. However, they did serve

as guidelines for developing the prescriptions that were studied. Each prescription was

not exactly like any others, so to keep manipulations to a minimum and produce

conclusions that could be general enough to pertain to all, the applied techniques were

16
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classified into three basic prescriptions. The construction of these prescriptions will be

discussed below.

Prescriptions

Since silvicultural prescriptions depend on the site conditions as much as on the

manager's objectives, the applications on the Forests were diverse. Even within each of

the three systems, there were many differences. For example, the two-story stands had

varying numbers of leave trees per acre, and the group-selection systems had differently

sized openings. Instead of taking all of the applications individually, this study

simulated stands that were only similar to the ones in operation and used the actual

applications as guides. Basically, a stand representing each system was simulated and

manipulated to provide general results for the prescription. The researcher hoped that

doing this would allow more accurate comparisons to be made between the systems

instead of just between specific applications of them.

To define general characteristics of the prescriptions, samples of each were

taken to find different possibilities in how they could be applied. The characteristics

then aided in development of average prescriptions that could represent each method.

Based upon the data collected from actual stands, one representative stand for each

method was manipulated to show how the method would respond to different factors.

Each method has its own characteristics and will be described below as it was applied

in the field and as it was simulated. Throughout this study, the same sampled stands
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provided average costs and prices that helped keep the number of analyses to a

minimum. It was unnecessazy to run each stand through each alternative. Instead, one

stand could be taken to be characteristic of that method. Some factors are independent

of the silvicultural system used (such as site index, topography, and condition of the

original stand), while others do depend on how the stand is managed (such as

implementation costs, logging costs, and condition of subsequent stands). When a

factor was independent of the system used, it was determined using all of the

prescriptions. When the factor did depend on the type of system, its determination

used stands of only that kind. Also, since all data came from the actual forests being

studied, they provided an accurate representation of the prevailing prices and

conditions in the area.

Results were reported on a per acre basis, so the size of the stand was not

important. However, in real applications of these systems, stands would have to be

large enough to be worth managing. Most of the stands in the simulations can

therefore be thought of as 20 to 40 acres, which is about the size of the actual stands

being studied.

The Beginning Stand

Before beginning a discussion of the three alternative silvicultural practices, a

presentation of a beginning stand is needed. This stand was used in all three

simulations and, coupled with the representative stands discussed below, kept
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variability of original stand conditions to a minimum. Simulations used the beginning

stand to reduce the impact that differences in original stocking levels would have and to

give all methods an equal place to begin.

The characteristics of the stand at age 82 are shown in table 1. It was

developed by taking the number of trees and species mix that were expected to be

planted after harvesting in each method and letting it grow for 82 years. The site index

of 110 (King 1966) was the average of the actual stands on the forests.

In all three silvicultural systems, the original condition was represented by the

82 year old stand that gave all systems an equal level to start. Any one system did not

have the benefit of beginning with higher stocking levels, thereby skewing the results.

The first ently into each unit harvested all or part of this stand depending on how it was

going to be managed. The clearcut prescription, for instance, would harvest all of it,

while the two-story system would leave some of it as overstory trees and the

group-selection prescription would leave uncut patches. Once the beginning stands had

been entered, the three methods followed different prescriptions and therefore needed

new growth projections. In the two-story stands, for example, loggers did not harvest

all of the beginning stand but left an overstory that was harvested at the end of the next

rotation. Since the overstory would suppress any trees that were planted underneath,

yields had to follow a new model instead ofjust repeating the beginning one. The

McDonald and Dunn Forest staff created what is called an ingrowth file to resemble the

understory of a two-story stand in all following simulations. Modelers can insert
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ingrowth files into an existing stand and simulate the two stands growing together. The

description of the ingrowth file used will be given later.

To keep stand conditions from vatying too much, simulations used the

beginning stand to represent the group-selection and the clearcut stands after they had

reached steady-state conditions. After a harvest, the next rotation would start with the

planting of the beginning stand, followed by letting it grow for the full rotation when it

would be harvested again. In the transition period for the group-selection stands,

though, the beginning stand continued to grow until harvested, since the first entry

removed only part of the stand and the rest would be harvested in subsequent entries.

More specific details of these manipulations will be made in the following sections.

Two-story

Actual

Several stands on the McDonald and Dunn Forests have been managed in what

will be called a two-story cut. Each stand consists of two distinct age or size classes:

an overstory and an understory. Smith (1986) states that stands with two age classes

are neither even-aged nor uneven-aged but represent an intermediate category that he

calls an irregular shelterwood.

In applications on the Forests, the initial harvest left an overstory that consisted

often to sixty-five live conifers per acre. Not all of them could be considered
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overstory trees though, only about ten had diameters greater than 10" at breast height

(dbh) and the rest could be classified as advanced growth. Managers chose the

overstory trees for a variety of reasons. They left some to provide wildlife habitat if the

trees had nesting cavities or had some potential to develop cavities in the future. Other

trees had formed poorly and would not have been worth much if they had been

harvested, and others were left if they had high growth potential and could be expected

to increase in size if they were left on the site. It is difficult to decide which trees to

leave and to know what factors need to be considered. There are no answers yet, so

providing a variety of leave trees is wise.

After harvest, all two-story stands were planted with 190 Douglas-firs and 96

grand firs per acre. Management did not rely on natural regeneration. It has only been

about two to four years since they were harvested, so anyone observing the stands now

would note that there is an overstory providing shelter for a newly regenerated

understory that makes the stands resemble the early stages of a shelterwood. However,

instead of being removed as in a shelterwood, the overstory will remain on the site and

continue to grow while the understory matures. At the end of the next rotation, the

harvest will remove the overstory and all but a few of the understory trees that will

become the next overstory.



Simulated

To simulate the management of a two-story system, the harvest of the

beginning stand left some trees to form an overstory where the regeneration would be

planted underneath using an ingrowth file. In subsequent rotations, the same pattern

was repeated, but the overstory was selected from the grown understory while the

ingrowth file remained the same. So, in the growth and yield model used to simulate all

the stands, an ingrowth file represented the understory and was inserted under an

overstory that had been created. Both of these stands then grew together and the

model simulated the two stands as if they were one.

The McDonald and Dunn Forests staff developed and have used for planning

the ingrowth file that was used in these simulations. They generated it from a 22 year

old plantation stand and manipulated the species make-up and conditions to resemble

what would be expected if it had grown with an overstory from the beginning.

Basically, they corrected species composition and number of trees per acre to

correspond to what was actually planted in the two-story stands, and reduced the size

of the trees to simulate them having grown under an overstory.

The actual simulation of the two-story stands went as follows: the harvest of

the beginning stand left an overstory, the regeneration was planted underneath using

the ingrowth file, the whole stand grew to finish an 82 year rotation, and the process

began again with the harvest of all the previous overstory and most of the understory.

After the completion of the third rotation, the stands reached a steady-state and all
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following harvests were equal. Each stand also underwent normal management

practices such as site prep, and vegetative release. The financial analyses included the

costs of these practices.

The simulated two-story stands that were used in the financial and yield

analyses provided an opportunity to compare some sub-alternatives within this method.

There were several variables that could be manipulated. First, simulations were

performed that varied the number of trees left in the overstory. Since Franklin (1989)

suggests using eight to fifteen trees per acre, the two-story stand simulations used 5,

10, 15, and 20 overstory trees per acre. Manipulating the number of overstory trees

had the effect of either increasing or decreasing competition among the overstory trees

and suppression of the understory. More trees left on the site increased both. The

make-up of the understory could be changed, but, unlike the overstory, none of the

analyses did this. Second, a price premium for larger logs from the overstory, which

would have had the benefit of growing an extra rotation, could be paid. Analyses were

made with premiums and without.

Group-selection

Actual

The second method of management performed on the forests has been a variety

of patch-cuts ranging in size from one-half to one-and-one-half acres. In this system, a
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stand is managed such that only part of it is harvested on each entry. It will therefore

take more than one entry to filly harvest the stand. For example, a twenty acre stand

could consist of five one acre patches harvested in four separate entries, twenty years

apart from each other in an 80 year rotation. After one patch has been cut and

replanted, it would grow for 80 years before it would be cut again.

Once a cut has opened part of a stand, that opening will undergo the normal site

prep and be planted with a mixture of Douglas-fir and grand fir. In the next entries,

other sections will be harvested and planted until the whole stand has been cut. At this

point, the stand shall be considered regulated and harvests will remove each group 82

years after it was planted. There are no leave trees in the cut patches as they have been

effectively clearcut.

Simulated

The simulations of the group-selection stands closely followed the actual

stands. Management began with a mature forest (the beginning stand) from which

portions were cut in one acre groups.' The open areas then underwent site prep,

burning, and planting with the beginning stand, which was allowed to grow for 82

years until the group was harvested again. Once all groups were originally harvested,

1 One acre was chosen to ease calculations and because of an assumption that the
size of the cuts (at least those between one-half and one-and-one-half acres) will not
make a difference. In the simulation, it was assumed that the edge effect, where trees
regenerated near the leave patches would experience some suppression from the nearby
overstory while the trees on the outside edge of the leave patches would experience a
release when its neighbors were removed, was negligible as the two effects balanced.
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the stands were in a steady-state where harvestswere equal on every entry and each

group was in one of "n" age classes ('en" is the number of entries during a rotation).

During transition to this steady-state, stands aged past 82 years before harvests

removed them. Harvest levels in these cases came from allowing the beginning stand to

grow until an entry was made. Also, since comparisons between methods were made

on a per acre basis and group-selection had different results for each acre depending

upon which entry produced its harvest, per acre averages were used. Each group had a

per acre total that, within each stand, was averaged with the other groups.

The computer simulations included a variety of techniques. The number of

entries into a stand in a rotation was either two or four such that either 50% or 25%,

respectively, of the stand was harvested each time. The rotation length in all cases was

82 years, so entries occurred approximately every 40 or 20 years. The result was that

harvests were postponed to certain times in the future. The twenty year entry system

harvested only half as many acres as the forty acre system in each entry and delayed

harvests of the other half for twenty years. A greater volume could be harvested on

these acres due to the extra growth, but the rate of growth for the rotation was below

the culmination of mean annual increment (CMAI). Harvest revenues would decline

consequently, since growth of these stands would be dropping below the growth of

younger stands, and because they had to be discounted an extra twenty years. Another

factor that was manipulated, at least in the conversion cuttings, was paying ofa price

premium for larger logs similar to the one mentioned for the two-story stands. Since

simulations began with a mature 82 year old forest, and only part of it was harvested,



the rest of the stand continued to grow until a later entry. At least until the forest

reached a steady-state, there would be larger logs that would sell for more money.

Analyses considered returns with and without a premium for larger logs.

Clearcut

Actual

Clearcuts have been the traditional method of management in the Pacific

Northwest. Usually, they involve harvesting all trees on a site, burning the remains to

prepare the site for planting, regenerating a new stand, and controlling competing

vegetation (vegetative release). The stands on the McDonald and Dunn Forests have

followed this pattern with only minor variations so they can serve as representatives of

the traditional even-aged system of management. The variations that have been

implemented include leaving standing dead snags after the harvest and planting more

than one species for regeneration. However, these practices have been done in all three

systems so they should not affect the results, but allow for accurate comparisons.

The clearcuts that have been made were 18 to 42 acres and were replanted with

a mixture of Douglas-fir and grand fir. The expected rotation length was 80 years.
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Simulated

The simulated clearcuts harvested all of the beginning stand in year 0 followed

by site prep, burning, and planting also in year 0, a vegetative release in year 2, and the

harvest of the regenerated stand in year 82. This process was repeated for each

rotation since the simulation began with a steady-state. No other manipulations of this

method were made.

Benefits

Growth and Yield

To project the stands and figure possible harvest quantities, simulations used

the Western Willamette Valley Version of the Qjegon growth Aj.Nalysis and

projectiON system (Organon) (Hann et al. 1992). Organon is an individual-tree growth

simulator for this region, and the Western Willamette Valley Version was constructed

using other stands from the McDonald and Dunn Forests. It provided growth and

yields of each system that were used to calculate results.
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Stumpage Prices

Stumpage prices came from Debbie Cummings of the McDonald and Dunn

Forests. She provided the prices received for the actual sample plots when they were

harvested in 1989, '90, or '91. A sample of four replications each of two-story and

clearcut and three replications of group-selection are shown in table 2. In this table,

prices are shown for each unit as well as averages for each silviculture system with

logging costs included and then excluded. This study used a value of $400 per

thousand board feet (IM bd ft) and assumed that a constant transportation cost had

been netted out. ($4001M bd ft is the rounding of the real average of $405.3 1/M bd

ft.)

However, as mentioned earlier, trees left in the overstory and harvested at the

next entry in the two-story system, and trees harvested in the conversion cuts of the

group-selection, would grow to larger sizes. A premium could be paid for them that

would more accurately reflect stumpage prices, since prices do tend to increase for

larger sized logs.
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Costs

Logging Costs

Kellogg et al. (1991) reported the logging costs for all the replications on the

McDonald and Dunn Forests. Their objective was to compare the costs and logistics

of ground skidding and cable logging systems among clearcut, two-story, and

group-selection harvests. The average costs per M bd ft that they found are shown in

table 3.

As expected, logging costs were higher in the two-story and group-selection

methods than in clearcutting. Basically, the higher cost was associated with the fact

that two-story and group-selection layout was 2 to 5 times longer than clearcut layout

largely due to detailed skidtrail and skyline road planning (Kellogg et al. 1991). Other

logging problems that could be encountered in these methods that leave trees on the

site included felling logistics, damage to the younger stands, and damage to the leave

trees. The extra care that must be used to minimize these problems added extra

expenses.

Using Kellogg et al.'s (1991) data and the expected harvest levels of each stand,

logging costs for the various management methods are shown in table 4. The numbers

shown are simply the expected yields of each harvest multiplied by the logging cost per

unit of volume. Which logging method could be chosen for a site would depend on the

site characteristics and perhaps management objectives. In this study, cable logging
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was performed on all sites since variability in this factor was only wanted between

silvicultural methods and not between individual sites.

Management Costs

Rick Schaefer of the McDonald and Dunn forests has kept records of all

management costs performed on each site since they were harvested and all associated

costs (Table 5). All costs are actual expenses per acre except vegetative release which

is Schaefe?s professional estimate. Since the costs came from the actual stands being

compared, these costs are more representative. To figure the costs for each

silvicultural method, prescription averages were determined from the collected costs,

and these results will be used in the financial analysis.

Basically, all stand prescriptions will consist of a standard site prep which will

be slashing, piling, and spraying, and each will also be burned and planted in year 0. In

year 2, each stand will be sprayed as part of a vegetative release. Management costs

were then assumed to be zero until the next harvest.

Financial Analysis

To compare alternatives in financial yields, a variety of analyses were

performed. For each alternative, Present Net Worth (PNW), Soil Expectation Value

(SEV), and Net Present Amount (NPA) were all calculated. Definitions of each will
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follow. These figures allowed for a ranking of silvicultural methods in terms of

possible net returns, but more importantly they generated conclusions that could show

what relative associations and comparative values could be drawn. In almost all cases,

clearcut would definitely have the greatest income since all volume on an area is

harvested immediately. However, it is not always an option when choosing a

prescription. Providing a relative comparison of it to other methods would show what

returns could be expected to be forgone when an alternative method is chosen.

The criteria for comparing methods that provided the best results were the Net

Present Amount (NPA) calculations. It used the PNW and the SEV, as well as any

present harvest, to figure out a value of the stand. The general formula for NPA is the

PNW of all harvests from the current stand and any additional transition harvests plus

the discounted SEV of ftiture rotations once the forest reaches a steady-state. For

example, it would be the value of the harvest in year 0 plus the PNW of the future

transitional harvests plus the discounted SEV of the regulated forest. The SEV, which

is a discounted value itself, underwent further discounting since the steady-state often

did not occur for some time into the future. The NPA equations for each system are:

Two-story:

NPAHarvesto+5t52+ SE V52

(1+i)82 (1+i)82

In the equation, Harvest0 is the net value of the harvest of the original stand, the middle

term is the PNW of the transition harvest, and the last term is the value of the



steady-state discounted 82 years since it does not begin until year 82. The letter i, in

this equation and all following ones, is the guiding rate of interest.

Group-selection:

Four entry system:

NPAAVGjavesto+rT20 +Har\est4o +Harvest6o )+ SEV82

(1+i)2° (1+i)4° (1+i)6° (1+i)6°

Two entry system:

Harvest40 SEV82NPAAVG(Harvesto+ )+
(1-i-i) (1+i)

In the equation, Harvest0 is the net value of the first harvest of the original stand and

the other terms in the parentheses are the PNW of the following harvests of the original

stand (the transition harvests). The subscript and superscript indicate that a harvest

occurred in that year and would have to undergo that many years of discounting.

These terms together equal the value of the harvest of the original stand. They must be

averaged because comparisons between methods were made on a per acre basis and

group-selection had different results for each acre depending on which entry produced

its harvest. The last term is the SEV of the steady-state of a infinite number of 82 year

rotations. The superscript in the denominator, 40 or 60, is the year that the system

reached a steady-state. For example, the two entry system would reach a steady-state

after the harvest in the 40th year.
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Clearcut:

NPAHarvesto+SEV

In the equation, Harvest0 is the net harvest value of the original stand and SEV82 is the

soil expectation value of the steady-state. It does not undergo extra discounting

because the steady-state is reached in year 0.

The NPA calculations for each system are in Appendix C.

The NPA proved beneficial since it included the most recent harvest in

comparing the alternatives and recognized the fact that a stand does not always become

immediately regulated. It therefore provided additional information about the costs and

returns associated with conversion to the form of management. However, to calculate

it required the values for PNW and SEV.

The Present Net Worth (PNW) was one factor that was needed to determine

the NPAs. The PNW provides a discounted net benefit of a set period. For example, if

a stand will not be harvested for another couple of decades, the PNW could provide a

calculation of what that harvest could be worth in terms of present dollars. It would

take the expected future returns, discount them back to the present, and then subtract

all costs, also discounted to the present, to find an expected net benefit. The PNW

provides a discounted net benefit of only a certain period, usually the rotation length,

and not for an infinite time. The value is useful in that it provides the net worth ofa

current stand or a set string of stands into the future, but on any piece of land, rotation
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will follow rotation theoretically forever. PNW was therefore used to provide only the

value of the transitional harvests and not of the regulated forests.

Soil expectation value described the value of the steady-state. SEV is a

fi.mction that describes the net benefits of an alternative discounted back to the present

for an infinite number of rotations into the fI.iture. Basically, the equation represents

benefits minus costs discounted to the present. The actual equation is:

w4R1(1+i) - C(1+i)"4
SEV'° i=0

(1+i)w1

= revenue in year t

C = cost in yeart

w length of rotation

= guiding rate of interest

Costs and yields were the determining variables in this equation since they differed

between all of the alternatives. The other two variables in the equation, cutting cycle

lengths and the guiding rate of interest, were held constant between each method. In

applying this equation to compare alternatives, differences in costs tended to play an

important role since most occurred early in the rotation (site prep, and planting) and

were therefore not discounted as heavily as future returns were.
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The SEV was used as an intermediate step in comparisons since, like PNW, it

did not completely summarize all parts of the alternatives. In most cases, the stand did

not reach a steady-state after the first harvest. SEV provided a value of the

steady-state only back to the beginning of the cycle when the stand became so. It still

needed to be discounted back to the present. That is why the SEV was discounted

further in the NPA equations.

In all calculations, 4% was the real discount rate, 82 years was the standard

rotation length, and all prices and costs remained constant.

After finding growth rates and volumes for each stand, Analyst (Sylvan

Educational Associates), which provides silvicultural and economic analyses of forest

management alternatives, was used to create a financial comparison of each stand. It

calculated the PNW and SEV of each stand which reduced the use of the calculator,

though the numbers were rechecked with the calculator.



Results and Discussion

Timber Yields

The results that will be reviewed first are the timber yields of each system.

Organon simulated how the stand would respond to a certain management and

provided volumes that could be expected. To compare all alternatives and develop a

relative ranking of each method, all M bd ft volumes were converted to percentage

reductions from the volume removed in the clearcut alternative (tables 6 and 7). For

example, the percentage reduction for the clearcut when compared to itself was 0%

while the two-story methods had reduced volumes by 3% to 29% depending on when

the harvest occurred and how many leave trees were left on an acre. Furthermore,

once stands reached a steady-state, two-story per acre harvests removed about 21% to

29% less volume than clearcut harvests, while group-selection had per acre harvest

levels that were similar to the clearcut, except the cuts were typically delayed from 20

to 60 years.

However, results were different in the transition entries. Both of the alternative

managements had better results before they reached steady-states. Group-selection

results will be reviewed first. In terms ofjust timber volume in any harvest,

group-selection had the highest amount rem: oved on each acre (up to 188.7% of the

original per acre clearcut volume) since some acres were allowed to grow past rotation

age. However, at the same point in time when the last group-selection harvest had
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yielded 188.7%, the clearcut stand would have been harvested once and already would

have regenerated a 60 year old stand. The first harvest and the existing stand together

would have a greater volume than the respective group-selection harvest. Furthermore,

in the group-selection methods, only part of the stand was harvested in each entry, and

the costs of waiting for the higher volumes were the time required for the extra growth

and the reduction in growth rates experienced from harvesting beyond the culmination

of mean annual increment (CMAI). The cost of this delay became much more evident

in the financial analysis.

To better illustrate how these costs can influence yields, table 8 shows the

cumulative harvest of each system at a certain point in time, expressed as a percentage

reduction from clearcut volume. At year 0, group-selection had harvested only

one-half or one-quarter of its total acres depending upon the number of entries in the

rotation, and at year 82, when clearcut had harvested twice, group-selection was only

beginning its second entry cycle. It pulled closely to clearcut levels because of the

larger harvests on the later entries in the first rotation. At year 164, group-selection

had only reduced harvest levels by 6% or 10%. Figure 2, similarly shows the average

annual volume yields for all alternatives through 164 years, including any harvests of

the original stand in the first year. Figure 3 charts the cumulative volumes of the

clearcut alternative and one each of the other two methods. In this case, it was the 15

leave trees per acre system that represented two-story and the 20-year cycle

represented group-selection. As time progressed, group-selection edged closer to

clearcut while two-story continued to lag further. In the long run, the cumulative
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volume difference between group-selection and clearcut was not large judged on a

steady-state.

In the two-story stands, the effects on harvest volumes for the existing stand

depended on when the harvest occurred. Measured in board feet, the two-story stands

left between 2.8% and 11.1% of the existing stand as live trees (table 6). These values

are a bit lower but comparable to Birch and Johnson (1992). Their results were higher

because they left trees primarily from the larger size classes, and this study removed

them from all size classes. Doing it this way may reduce the size of the overstory, but

it seems that it would leave the stand in a more diverse condition. Two-story

consistently harvested less than the clearcut. The decreases varied from 2.8% to 11.1%

in the original entry, to 17.2% to 19.7% in the transition harvest, to 21% to 28.8% in

the steady-state depending on the number of live trees left after harvest. In table 8,

two-story stands consistently lagged further in terms of cumulative volume as time

elapsed. At first, the reduction from clearcut was small, then, in year 82, it became

comparable to group-selection, and in year 164, it was considerably less.

Harvest variations within the two-story scenarios are also worth noting (table

9). In the table, year 0 is the harvest of the current stand, year 82 is the harvest of the

transitional stand, and year 164 is the harvest of the steady-state. For total volume, the

best alternative would be to leave as few trees on the site as possible. Leaving more

trees on the site produced less volume but concentrated more of it on larger trees (table

9 and figure 4). Also, there was not much of a contrast between leaving 10 live trees

on an acre or 15. There was no difference in total volume harvested between them (at
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least to the first decimal place) once the forest reached a regulated condition.

However, in the stand where 15 trees were left on each acre, 29% of the volume was

on larger trees that could be worth more if price premiums were used vs. only 21% on

the 10 leave trees/acre stand. Therefore, if ah objective was to produce large,

high-quality trees while still producing a certain level of total volume, leaving 15

trees/acre would be a better choice.

Financial Yields

Net Present Amount

The Net Present Amount comparison provided the most complete analysis for

each method. It not only considered a method's steady-state, but also the transition

harvests required for regulation and the value of the original stand. Again, NPA is the

value of the harvest of the original stand, plus the discounted net worth of any

transition harvests, plus the discounted SEV of the steady-state. For example, in the

two-story stand, the NPA would be the net worth of the first harvest (year 0), the PNW

of the first rotation or the transition harvest (year 82), and the SEV of the steady-state

discounted a total of 82 years since the steady-state does not begin until after the

transition harvest. The NPAs of the group-selection and clearcut stands were

calculated similarly except the clearcut system did not have a transition period.
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The results from the NPA calculations (which are shown in Appendix C) are

shown in table 10 as total values and as percent reductions from clearcut, which will

serve as the primary basis for comparison. Figure 5 graphs the NPAs. Both alternative

methods and their variations produced lower values than clearcut. Reductions were

caused by either harvesting less total volume or by postponing the harvests when delays

and lower growth rates would be factors.

Two-story stands had NPA reductions of 6.4% to 14.5% depending on the

number of live trees left in the overstory. Leaving a greater quantity of trees on the

sites decreased returns and the harvesting of the lower volumes caused the reduction in

NPA.

Group-selection management resulted in 33.7% or 45.3% reductions depending

on the number of entries required to harvest the whole stand. The fewer entry system

(2 entries every 82 years) provided higher returns because the harvests were not spread

across as large a period as the other group-selection alternative. There were no

harvests in years 20 or 60. Instead, harvests of the areas that were harvested in years

20 and 60 in the four entry system took place twenty years earlier and therefore

underwent 20 years less discounting. They also did not experience as great a decline in

growth rates that resulted from rotations beyond CMAI.

While group-selection had higher yields than two-story in the volume

comparison, the opposite was true in the financial analysis. The group-selections may

have had higher volumes for each rotation, but some of their harvests were often

delayed and therefore, in the financial analysis, underwent extra discounting. Higher
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volumes were not worth achieving in strict economic terms. If an objective were to

produce high volumes, group-selection could be chosen. On the other hand, if financial

returns were more important, two-story could be the method of choice. The manager

must decide which is more important and then choose the appropriate method and do

It.

Within the group-selection system, the financial yield reductions experienced

when compared to the clearcut were greater than the volume yield reductions.

Financial yields decreased at least 33.7% while cumulative volume reductions through

164 years were less than 9.5%. Group-selection harvested almost the same quantity as

a clearcut for any given rotation, but the harvests on parts of the stand were postponed

20, 40, or 60 years and would therefore have lower growth rates and be further

discounted in the financial analysis. So, waiting to harvest parts of a stand had two

different results depending on what was being reviewed. First, in the financial analysis,

it decreased revenues by postponing the harvests. Second, waiting had the effect of

raising total volumes for the original stand by giving the trees more time to grow.

Two-story stands, however, had similar results from both the volume yield

analysis and the financial analysis. As mentioned earlier, volume yields were reduced

by 2.8% to 28.8% depending on which rotation and the number of live trees left in the

overstory, and financial yields were reduced by 6.4% to 14.5% depending on the

number of trees left in the overstory. There was no great difference in the two analyses

because the two-story and clearcut harvests occurred in the same years and therefore
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underwent identical discounting. Any decrease in harvest levels resulted in a

corresponding decrease in revenues

When just the net revenues from the first harvest and not any subsequent ones

of the clearcut and two-story systems were compared, the results were not much

different from the comparison of NPAs (Table 11). The net revenue from the original

harvest of the two-story stands was 5.7% to 13.8% lower than the clearcut's net

revenue, compared to a corresponding decrease of 6.4% to 14.5% in NPA. The

explanation for this is the fact that the first harvest accounted for 92% to 98% of the

total NPA since ftiture revenues were discounted back to the present and hence have

minor impacts. Even though more variation between these two systems occurred in the

second and later harvests, it was masked by the domination of the original harvest in

the financial analysis. So, while volume, which was not discounted, may differ up to

28.8% between the two systems in the steady-state harvests, NPA was only reduced by

a maximum of 14.5 %.

Price Premiums

Part of the benefits in selecting two-story or group-selection management is the

opportunity to grow larger trees that could realize higher prices. By accounting for

higher prices, a more realistic analysis could be made. To simulate the paying of price

premiums for larger trees, the analysis was repeated using prices that increased $40/M

bd ft for every 20 years of extra growth, up to a limit of $520/M bd ft (Table 12). The
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price premiums would be paid for trees harvested from the overstories of the two-story

stands and from the delayed harvests of the original forest in the group-selection

stands.

With price premiums, changes in results were minimal (Figure 6). NPAs of the

two-story stands only increased by 0.1 to 0.6 percentage points which means they still

received 6.3% to 13.9% less revenue than the clearcut stand (table 13). The

group-selection stands' NPAs increased bya little more, 5.3 or 8.4 percentage points,

but they were still 30% to 40.3% lower than stands that were clearcut. A lack of

response in the two-story stands and a mediocre one in the group-selection stands can

be explained as the result of discounting. In the first harvest, which was not

discounted, there were no overstory or older trees to harvest. All harvests that

included larger trees occurred in later years and therefore underwent discounting and

contributed less to NPA.

The differences that price premiums produced within a system were also small.

Without price premiums, in the two-story stands, where more trees could be left to

grow, the 20 leave trees per acre alternative produced 9 1.4% of the NPA of the 5 leave

trees per acre stand; an 8.6% difference. Including price premiums reduced the

difference by only 0.4 percentage points. In the group-selection stands, results were

similar. Without price premiums, the NPA of the 20-year entry system was 17% less

than the 40-year entry system. Including price premiums reduced the difference by only

2.8 percentage points. Group-selection had more pronounced results than two-story

because harvests of overstory trees occurred earlier and therefore were discounted less.
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The price premiums reviewed here were definitely not great enough to fully

compensate the manager for selecting alternative managements. To equalize New

Forestry methods to traditional forms, the necessary price premiums would seem

unreasonably high at this time. However, as the supply of large trees dwindles, prices

for them may rise substantially which could then make it beneficial to switch

management methods.



ConctuSiOi!s

Though clearcutting provided the highest volume and financial yields, they are

not always the primary objectives in forest management. Often, ecological or visual

concerns prove more important. Typically, clearcuttiflg will not adequately satisfy

these objectives and other methods would need to be used. Two-storY or

group-selection are possible alternatives but their real success in meeting environmental

goals while harvesting timber is still unknown. This study developed a possible answer

to the second interest, harvest levels, by providing an estimate of the reductions in

volume and financial returns when the alternative systems are employed. However, it

chose to ignore the possibility of the alternative silvicultural prescriptions being unable

to meet any of the environmental objectives.

Their real success can only be measured through actual results over time.

Research needs to continue to develop an understanding of the reliability with which

two-stOry and group-selection can be used as successful silvicultural systems. Results

from actual applications will not be available for many years, so simulations must be

relied upon until then and other alternative methods (ex. uneven-aged management)

should also be considered. However, two-story and group-selection do appear

promising, so knowing what costs are involved with these methods is important.

Generally, alternative silvicultural practices provide smaller financial and volume yields.

The stands used in this analysis were ideal and it was assumed that the chosen

management would succeed as indicated by Organon projections. In the real world,

45
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however, applications of any method must be done carefully. This is especially true for

alternative systems as they are more management intensive and could fail if improperly

administered. The chances of failure are unknown, but could be kept to a minimum by

careful management. One foreseeable problem is once the stand is opened, either by

harvesting patches or by leaving only overstory trees, windthrow could occur. In this

case, many standing trees could be killed, resulting in lost volume unless salvage was

performed. Another possible problem is the failure of the regeneration. Douglas-fir,

for instance, is an intolerant species and by leaving too dense an overstory it could be

severely suppressed. Of course, regeneration fails on clearcut sites also, and perhaps

two-story or group-selection managements could actually increase the potential for

success by providing shade on highly exposed sites or by providing a natural seed

source to supplement artificial regeneration. Research needs to be done to determine

these failure or success possibilities.

The selection of leave trees in this study was also ideal and most likely would

not reflect actual applications. In the field, leave trees could be selected to meet many

management objectives, such as wildlife habitat, species diversity, size limits, growth

potential, or economic return. However, some objectives are incompatible with others.

For example, the larger trees usually have greater net volumes and hence would be

worth more. So, if an objective were to leave large trees for potential snag recruitment

or other reasons, more value would be foregone than if only smaller trees were left. In

this study, leave trees were selected proportionally from all size classes to provide
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general conclusions about the methods. Further research could study how the systems

respond to various alternative objectives for selecting the leave trees.

One last factor was not looked at in this study but could provide some

interesting impacts. Thinnings, which are intermediate cuttings that are aimed primarily

at controlling the growth of stands by adjusting stand density (Smith 1986), would

definitely affect yields but whether the impact would differ between methods can only

be guessed. Thinning has the benefit of incieasing the growth rates on the remaining

trees and can also salvage much of the mortality that would naturally occur. Its impact

was not looked at here because only base prescriptions were being reviewed.

Additional work could be done to review how different thinning levels would influence

the yields of each prescription.

Other studies have reviewed two-story stands and compared their volume yields

to those from clearcuts. Long and Roberts (1992) found a 20% reduction in growth,

and thus harvest levels, of future stands due to leaving an overstory of live trees as part

of the subsequent rotation. Birch and Johnson (1992) found a volume reduction of 6%

to 24% and a value reduction of 7% to 1 8% depending on the number and size of live

trees left in the overstory. The results from this study were comparable. Volume

yields decreased by 3% to 29% and values decreased by 6% to 15%.

Since neither method produced the best results in both volume yield and in

value, which one is chosen would depend on what objectives the manager is trying to

meet. As long as the site does not limit the possibilities, any method may be chosen. In

this study, group-selection had different results for the volume and financial analyses.
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The volume yields increased for the first rotation and equaled clearcutting in later ones.

However, much of the harvest was delayed, and though volume was not affected

except for extra growth, financial yields were. The delays caused group-selection to

have lower values than clearcut even though it could harvest more from the original

stand. Two-story stands, on the other hand, did not experience this effect. They

produced about equal declines from clearcut in both the financial and volume yields.

Three comparative conclusions can be drawn for the alternative methods: 1. highest

volumes of the original stand were achieved by harvesting patches of the stand and

leaving the rest to grow until a later entry; 2. harvesting the entire stand except a few

live trees produced the greatest immediate harvest and the highest value; 3. two-story

stands may have produced less volume than group-selection stands but they had higher

NPAs. The manager must decide which of these is more important and then choose the

appropriate method and implement it.

There are instances when situations strongly suggest using an alternative

method. For example, Group-selection could work best when part of a stand was still

growing quickly and other sections were not. Instead of replacing the stand all at once,

an entry could be made to remove the stagnant patches and leave the rest of the stand

for future entries.

Net Present Amount calculations were dominated by the harvest of the original

stand, Harvest0 in the equations, since all other values were discounted to the present.

92 to 98% of the NPA is from the original stand. The volume removed from the

original stands would be highly dependent on their stocking levels and the size and
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quality of the timber. For instance, in most cases, a clearcut would harvest the most

volume since all timber from a stand is removed. However, if a clearcut were to occur

on an understocked stand, and a two-story cut was to be made in an overstocked

old-growth stand, even though the two-story did not harvest all the trees, it could still

harvest more timber. So, to keep differences in original stand conditions from

dominating or asserting undue influence on the results, all stands were created so they

would be identical before the first harvest entry.

However, it would be interesting to see how the prescriptions would respond to

various levels of original stocking in a stand level vs. a forest level analysis. This study

was a stand level analysis of alternative silvicultural methods so the comparisons were

based on how one stand would respond to different management techniques. A forest

level analysis could increase returns since each stand in the forest, with some

constraints, could undergo the management system that would maximize its return. If a

stand were highly stocked, it could be clearcut thereby capturing all its value, while a

stand that was understocked could undergo group-selection and then continue to grow

until the next entries. The allowable cut effect (ACE) could also increase net revenues

by permitting increased harvest levels at the beginning on the assumption that harvests

would increase as they became regulated.

It was the intent of this research to yield relative and not absolute measures of

financial returns so variables that could differ from stand to stand as a function of local

market conditions, stumpage availability, and individual stand terrain and access were

not included. Results could differ when conditions change. A prescription needs to be
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matched to the site conditions as not all sites are conducive to all forms of

management.

Clearcutting will almost certainly decrease in usage on public lands as resources

other than timber become more important. The results of this study should provide

much needed information for comparing costs and benefits of the new methods to

traditional ones. They are not total answers but will further understanding.
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Figures

Figure 1: Pros and cons of clearcutting and New Forestry.

Appendix A

Cknrciiiting New Forestry

Pro, high volume output
low management intensity
few entries
low costs
meets Douglas-fir regeneration requirements
control of sonic diseases

maintains diversity
site stabilization- decrease in erosion and landslides
long rotations- more age classes
aesthetics
can leave some trees to achieve diversity and size

low species diversity
possible subsequent erosion and landslides
aesthetics
harvests trees that are still young-growth

low volume output
many entries
high management intensity
high costs
more land disturbed at a lower impact for same volume
regeneration difficulties
longer rotations- wait longer to harvest
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Figure 4: Two-story volume distributions in steady-state harvest.
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Figure 5 NPA values for each alternative
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Appendix B

Table 1: Description of the beginning stand at year 82.

61

Species Trees/acre Basal area
(sq. ft/acre)

Volume
(M bd ft/acre

Douglas-fir 157 286 69.1

Grand fir 24 36 72

Total 181 322 763



Table 2: Prices and log price determination.

Price w/logging Price
costs netted out w/o logging costs

Two-story stand (SIM bd. ft.) ($/M bd. ft.)
Saddle2 (060207) 440.27
Saddle7 (060209) 388.05
Dunni (030824) 375.68
Dunn8 (030610) 313.92
Average 379.63 435.96

Group-selection stand
Saddle9 (060513) 319.82
Dunn2 (030823) 318.42
Dunn7 (030609) 308.10
Average 315.45

Clearcut stand
Peavyl (041708) 371.09
SaddleS (060512) 360.72
Dunn3 (030713) 358.07
Dunn9 (030611) 366.95
Average 364.21

Average for all methods 353.09 405.31

Note: S400/M bd ft was used in the fmancial analysis as a standardized iog price in

which logging costs were not included.

370.14

409.84

62



Table 3: Logging costs from Kellogg et al. (1991).
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Logging method

Silvicultural system
Clearcut Two-story Group selection

($/M bd fi)

Ground Skidding

Cable

32.67

45.63

38.03

56.33

33.46

56.88



Table 4: Logging costs for each silvicultural system and option.
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Two-story stands

Volume Logging method
Harvested Ground skidding Cable

(M bd ft/acre) ($/acre)
5 trees/acre Year 0 74.2 2,822 4,180

Year 82 63.2 2,403 3,560
Year 164 60.3 2,293 3,397

10 trees/acre Year 0 72.1 2,742 4,061
Year 82 61.5 2,339 3,464
Year 164 57.4 2,183 3,233

15 trees/acre Year 0 70.0 2,662 3,943
Year 82 61.5 2,339 3,464
Year 164 57.2 2,175 3,222

20 trees/acre Year 0 678 2,578 3,819
Year 82 61.3 2,331 3,453
Year 164 54.3 2,065 3,059

Group-selection stands
Harvested in: Year 0 76.3 2,553 4,340

Year 20 102.0 3,413 5,802
Year 40 124.8 4,176 7,099
Year 60 144.0 4,818 8,191
Year 82 76.3 2,553 4,340

Clearcut 76.3 2,493 3,482



Table 5: Stand management costs.

Note: Data from Rick Schaeffer, OSU Research Forests (pets. comm.)

Site prep
Veg. Release Burn Plant TotalSlash Pile Spray Site prep

Two-story stand ($/acre)
Saddle2 (060207) 25 36 141 202 79 17 202 500

Saddle7 (060209) 70 29 97 196 58 8 157 419
Dunnl (030824) 10 20 80 110 30 5 126 271

Dunn8 (030610) 15 80 95 30 167 292

Two-story averages 151 49 8 163 371

Group-selection stand
Saddle9 (060513) 58 18 127 203 69 151 423

Dunn2 (030823) 32 81 60 173 81 15 177 446

Dunn6 (030608) 13 - 32 45 47 - 174 266

Dunn7 (030609) 7 - 42 49 38 - 165 252

Group-selection avera 118 59 4 167 347

Clearcut stand
Peavy2 (041708) 68 67 32 167 76 12 118 373

Saddle8 (060512) 27 - 65 92 32 - 190 314

Dunn3 (030713) 9 12 32 53 46 7 155 261

Dunn9(030611) 32 102 32 166 77 17 150 410

Clearcut averages 120 58 9 153 340



Table 6: Two-story stands harvest volumes and comparisons to clearcut volume.

Two-story stands
5 leavetrees/acre
10 leave trees/acre
15 leave trees/acre
20 leave trees/acre

Harvest in year 0
Volume Reduction from

Yield clearcut volume
(M bd ft/acre) (%)

74.2 2.8
72.1 5.5
70.0 8,3
67.8 iLl

Note: total harvest from the clearcut stand was 76.3 M bd 11 every 82 years.

Harvest in year 82
Volume Reduction from

Yield clearcut volume

Harvest in year 164
Volume Reduction from

Yield clearcut volume
(M bd ft/acre) (%)

60.3 21.0
57.4 24.8
57.2 25.0
54.3 28.8

(M bd ft/acre) (%)
63.2 17.2
61.5 19.4
61.5 19.4
61,3 19.7



Table 7: Group-selection harvest volumes and comparisons to dearcut volume.

Note: total harvest from the clearcut stand was 76.3 M bd ft every 82 years.

First Rotation Subsequent Rotations
Volume Percentage of

Yield clearcut volume
Volume Percentage of

Yield clearcut volume

Group-selection stands (M bd ft/acre) (%) (M bd ft/acre) (%)

2 entries/rotation
First entry 76.3 100.0 7&3 100.0

Second entry 1248 163.6 76.3 1 0.0.'O

4 entries/rotation
First entry 76.3 100.0 76.3 100.0

Second entry 102,0 133.7 76,3 100.0

Third entry 124.8 163.6 76.3 100.0

Fourth entry 144.0 188.7 76.3 100.0



Table 8: Cumulative volume harvested per acre by year,
expressed as a percentage reduction from clearcut volume.

Note: the clearcut stand harvested 76.3 M bd ft every 82 years

68

0
Year

16482
Two-story stand (%)

5 leave trees/acre 2.8 10 13.6
10 leave trees/acre 5.5 12.5 16.6
15 leave trees/acre 8.3 13.8 17.6
20 leave trees/acre 11.1 15.4 19.9

Group-selection stand
2 entries/rotation 50 9.1 6.1

4 entries/rotation 75 14.3 9.5

Clearcut stand 0 0 0



Table 9: Two-story yields.

Understory Overstory Total Volume Harvested
Year Volume Harvested Volume Harvested (% reduction

(M bd ft/acre) (% of total) (M bd ft/acre) (% of total) (M bd ft/acre) from clearcut)

5 leave trees per/acre 0 74.2 100 0 0 74.2 2.8

82 55.6 88 7.6 12 63.2 17.2

164 53.6 89 6.7 11 60.3 21.0

10 leave trees per/acre

Stand

0 72.1 100 0 Q 72.1 5.5

82 46,7 76 14.8 24 61.5 19.4

164 45.2 79 12.2 21 57.4 24.8

3. 15 leave trees per/acre 0 70 100 0

82 39.7 65 21.8
164 40.4 71 16,8

0 70 8.3

35 61.5 19.4

29 57.2 25.0

4, 20 leave trees per/acre 0 67.8 100 0 0 67.8 11.1

82 32.6 53 28.7 47 61.3 19.7

164 33.7 62 20.6 38 54.3 28.8



Table 10: Net Present Amount (NPA) calculations.
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Two-story stands

Net Present Reduction from
Amount (NPA) Clearcut NPA

($) (%)
5 leave trees/acre 26,022.02 6.4
10 leave trees/acre 25,275.86 9.1
15 leave trees/acre 24,553.74 11.7
20 leave trees/acre 23,793.23 14.5

Group-selection stands
2 entries/rotation 18,428.14 33.7
4 entries/rotation 15,221.68 45.3

Clearcut stand 27,8 15.07 0.0



Table 11: NIPA and first harvest Net Revenue reductions from clearcut.

Reduction in Net Revenue
Reduction in NPA of First harvest

Management Method (%) (%)

Two-story 6.4 to 14.5 5.7 to 13.8

Clearcut 0 0
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Table 12: Prices with premiums for larger logs.

Tree Age

82 102 122 142 and older

Price($fMbdft) 400 440 480 520
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Table 13: Net Present Amount (NPA) calculations with price
premiums for larger logs.
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Two-story stands

Net Present Reduction from
Amount (NPA) Clearcut NPA

($) (%)
5 leave trees/acre 26,060.00 6.3
10 leave trees/acre 25,349.66 8.9
15 leave trees/acre 24,662.19 11.3
20 leave trees/acre 23,935.69 13.9

Group-selection stands
2 entries/rotation 19,467.91 30.0
4 entries/rotation 16,617.74 40.3

Clearcut stand 27,815.07 0.0



Calculations

1. Clearcut

Appendix C

0 763 400 30,520 27,038.00

82 76.3 400 30,520 745.90 777.07 27,815.07

NPA = Harvest of current stand + SEV of all future rotations

NPA=27038+777.07=S27,81 507/acre
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SEV Net Present

Harvested Volume Stumpage Gross Discounted of all Future Amount

in year Harvested Price Income Net Income Rotations (NPA)

(M bd ft/acre) ($fM bd 11) ($/acre) ($/acre) ($Iacre) ($Iacre)



2. Group-selection

Group 1: 20-year entries

With no price premiums for larger logs

NPA = Harvests of current stand + SEV of all future rotations

NPA=[.25(26 180)+.25(15972.63)+.25(89 19.1 5)±.25(4696. 15)]+1279.52=$ 15,221.68/acre

With price premiums for larger logs

NPA = Harvests of current stand + SEV of all future rotations

NPA=[.25(261 80)+.25(1 7834.69)+.25(1 0998.7)+.25(6339.48)]+1 279.52=$16,617.74/acre
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Harvested

in year

Volume

Harvested

Stumpage

Price

Gross

Income

Discounted

Net Income

SEV Net Present

of all Future Amount

Rotations (NPA)
(M bd ft/acre) ($/M bd fi) (S/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre)

0 76.3 400 30,520 26,180.00
20 1020 440 44,880 17,834.69
40 124.8 480 59,904 10,998.70

60 144.0 520 74,880 6,339.48
82 76.3 400 30,520 1,279.52 16,617.74

Harvested

in year

Volume

Harvested

Stumpage

Price

Gross
Income

Discounted

Net Income

SEV

of all Future

Rotations

Net Present

Amount

(NPA)
(M bd ft/acre) ($/M bd fi) (S/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre)

0 763 400 30,520 26,180.00
20 102.0 400 40,800 15,972.63
40 124.8 400 49,920 8,919.15
60 144.0 400 57,600 4,696.84
82 76.3 400 30,520 1,279.52 15,221.68



Group2: 40-year entries

With no price premiums for larger logs

NPA = Harvests of current stand + SEV of all future rotations

NPA[.526l 80+.58919. 1 5)J+878.56=$18,428. 14/acre

With price premiums for larger logs

NPA = Harvests of current stand + SEV of all future rotations

NPA[.5(261 80)+.5(1 09987)]+878.56=S 19,467.91/acre
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SEV Net Present

Harvested Volume Stumpage Gross Discounted of all Future Amount

in year Harvested Price Income Net Income Rotations (NPA)

(M bd ft/acre) (S/M bd It) ($/acre) ($Iacre) ($/acre) ($/acre)

SEV Net Present

Harvested Volume Stumpage Gross Discounted of all Future Amount

in sear Harvested Price Income Net Income Rotations (NPA)

(M bd ft/acre) ($/M bd Ii) ($/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre) ($/acre)

0 76.3 400 30,520 26,180.00

40 124.8 480 59,904 10,998.70

82 76.3 400 30,520 87856 19,467.91

0

40

82

76.3

124.8

76.3

400

400
400

30,520
49,920
30,520

26,180.00

8,919.15
878.56 18,428.14



3. Two-story

a

With no price premiums for larger logs

NPA = Harvest of current stand + PNW of transition rotation + SEV of all future rotations

NPA=25500+501 .91+20.1 l=S26,022.02/acre

With price premiums for larger logs

NPA = Harvest of current stand + PNW of transition rotation + SEV of all future rotations

NPA'25500+538.49+21 .51 =S26,060.00/acre
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Harvested

in year

Volume

Harvested

Stumpage

Price

Gross

Income

Discounted

Net Income

5EV
of all Future

Rotations

Net Present

Amount

(NPA)

0

(M bd fl/acre)

Overstory 0

Iinderstory 76.3

Total 76.3

(S/M bd ft)

520

400

(S/acre)

0

30,520

30,520

(S/acre)

25,500.00

(S/acre)

21.51

(S/acre)

26,060.00

82 Overstory

Understory

Total

7.6

55.6

63.2

520

400

3,952

22,240

26,192 538.49

164 Overstory

Understory

Total

6.7

53.6

60.3

520

400

3,484

21,440

24,924 19.82

Harvested

in year

Volume

Harvested
Stumpage

Price
Gross

Income
Discounted
Net Income

SEV

of all Future
Rotations

Net Present
Amount

(NPA)

o Overstory
Understory
Total

(M bd ft/acre)

0

74.2

74.2

(S/M bd ft)

400
400

(S/acre)

0

29,680

29,680

(S/acre)

25,500.00

(S/acre)

20.11

(S/acre)

26,022.02

82 Overstory
Understory
Total

7.6

55.6

63.2

400

400

3,040

22,240

25,280 501.91

164 Overstory
Understory

Total

6.7

53.6

60.3

400
400

2,680

21,440

24,120 18.53



J'wo-stoiy2: 10 trees left per acre

With no price premiums for larger logs

NPA = Harvest of current stand + PNW of transition rotation + SEV of all future rotations
NPA=24779+478.494-1 8.37=525,275.86/acre

With price premiums for larger logs

NPA = Harvest of current stand + PNW of transition rotation + SEV of all future rotations

NPA=24779+549.73+2093=S25,349.66/acre
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Harvested

in yeas

Volume

Harvested

Stumpage

Price

Gross

Income
Discounted

Net Income

SEV

of all Future

Rotations

Net Present
Amount

(NPA)

0

(M bd ft/acre)

Overstory 0

Understory 72.1

Total 72.1

(S/M bd fi)

520

400

(S/acre)

0

28,840

28,840

(S/acre)

24,779.00

(S/acre)

20.93

(S/acre)

25,349.66

82 Overstory

Understory

Total

14.8

46.7

61.5

520

400
7,696

18,680

26,376 549.73

164 Overstory

Understory

Total

12.2

45.2

57.4

520

400

6,344

18,080

24,424 19.28

Harvested

in year
Volume

Harvested
Stumpage

Price
Gross

Income
Discounted
Net Income

SEV

of all Future
Rotations

Net Present
Amount
(NPA)

0

(M bd ft/acre)

Overstory 0

Understory 72.1

Total 72.1

($/M bd ft)
400.
400

(S/acre)

0

28,840

28,840

(S/acre)

24,779.00

(S/acre)

18.37

(S/acre)

25,275.86

82 Overstory

Understory

Total

14.8

46.7
61.5

400
400

5,920

18,680

24,600 478.49
164 Overstozy

Understory

Total

12.2

45.2
57.4

400
400

4,880

18,080

22,960 16.93



Two-uirv 1: J5trs1eftji-a

I. With no price premiums for larger logs

NPA Harvest of current stand ± PNW of transition rotation + SEV of all future rotations
NPA=24057+478.49+18.25rS24,553.74/acre

2. With price premiums for larger logs

NPA = Harvest of current stand + PNW of transition rotation + SEV of all future rotations
NPA=24057+583.42+21 .77=S24,662.19/acre
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Harvested

in year
Volume

Harvested
Stumpage

Price
Gross

Income
Discounted
Net Income

5EV

of all Future

Rotations

Net Present

Amount

(NPA)

0 Overstory

Understory

Total

(M bd ft/acre)

0

70

70

(SIM bd ft)

520
400

(S/acre)

0

28,000

28,000

(S/acre)

24,057.00

(S/acre)

21.77

(S/acre)

24,662.19

82 Overstory

Understory

Total

21.8

39.7

61.5

520
400

11,336

15,880

27,216 583.42
164 Overstory

Understorv

Total

16.8

40.4

57.2

520

400
8,736

16j60
24,896 20.06

Harvested

in year
Volume

Harvested
Stumpage

Price
Gross

Income
Discounted
Net Income

SEV

of all Future

Rotations

Net Present

Amount
(NPA)

(M bd ft/acre) (S/M bd ft) (S/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre)
0 Overstory 0 400. 0

Understory 70 400 28,000
Total 70 28,000 24,057.00

82 Overstoiy 21.8 400 8,720
Understory 39.7 400 15,880
Total 61.5 24,600 478.49

164 Overstory 16.8 400 6,720
Understory 40.4 400 16,160
Total 57.2 22,880 16.81 18.25 24,553.74



NPA = Harvest of current stand ± PNW of transition rotation+ SEV of all future rotations

NPA2330 1+61 3.86+20.83=S23,935.69/acre
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0 Overstory

Understory

Total

0

67.8

67.8

520

400

0

27,120

27,120 23,301.00

20.83 23,935.69

82 Overstory

Understory

Total

28.7

32.6

61.3

520

400

14,924

13,040

27,964 613.86

164 Overstory

Understory

Total

20.6

33.7

54.3

520

400

10,712

13,480

24,192 19.19

1. With no price premiums for larger logs

Harvested Volume Stumpage

in year Harvested Price

Gross
Income

Discounted

Net Income

SEV

of all Future
Rotations

Net Present
Amount
(NPA)

(M bd ft/acre) (S/M bd It) (S/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre)

0 Overstory 0 400.. 0

Understozy 67.8 400 27,120

Total 67.8 27,120 23,301.00

82 -Overstory 28.7 400 11,480

Understory 32.6 400 13,040

Total 61.3 24,520 475.72

164 Overstory 20.6 400 8,240

Understoiy 33.7 400 13,480

Total 54.3 21,720 15.21 16.51 23,793.23

NPA = Harvest of current stand + PNW of transition rotation ± SEV of all future rotations

NPA23301 +475.72+16.51=S23,793 .23/acre

2. With price premiums for larger logs
SEV Net Present

Harvested Volume Stumpage Gross Discounted of all Future Amount

in year Harvested Price Income Net Income Rotations (NPA)

(M bd ft/acre) (S/M bd ft) (S/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre) (S/acre)


